
Year Group: 

Year 6

2022-2023

Term:  Spring 1

Teachers: Mrs Symes, Miss Taylor and Mr Fisher

Learning Values:   Determined to achieve our best; 

harmonious; respect and responsibility and 

collaborative learners.

Science : 

Human Circulatory System                        

What is blood and why am I full of it?     
We will identify and name the main parts of the human 

circulatory system and describe the functions of the 

heart , blood vessels blood.    What impact does diet, 

exercise, drugs and lifestyle have on the way our 

bodies function? We will describe the ways in which 

nutrients and water are transported within animals, 

including humans.

We will investigate heart rates of different groups at 

different times. 

We will learn about the role of angiologists, 

cardiologist and scientist such as Sir  Richard Doll. 
Article 24: You have the right to the best health care 

possible, nutritious food and information to help you stay well.

SMSC: sense of enjoyment and fascination in learning about 

themselves, others and the world around them.

Trip to High School lab to investigate circulatory system.

Extended Writing Opportunities 

A balanced argument: Should Cam have the heart transplant or not?

Diary entries from the point of view of two of the main characters.

Newspaper reports on Cam’s operation and the impact on his family.

English: 

Our core text is Pig heart boy by Malorie Blackman

Reading skills:

Can I make inferences based on evidence in the text?

Do I know the purpose, audience and

Context of the writing? Can I draw on this knowledge to support my 

comprehension?

Can I check my understanding to make sure that what I have read makes 

sense?

Knowing how language, vocabulary choice, grammar, text structure and 

organisational features affect meaning and the effect of these on the 

reader.

Sentence types:

We will learn how to write and use ‘outside, inside sentences’. Comparing 

how Cam is feeling with what he says and does. Both before the 

operation and afterwards.

Grammar:

We will continue to revisit grammar already studies - our focus will me 

on modal verbs and using formal and informal voice appropriately.                                                  

 British Values: Individual Liberty

Article 16: Every child has the right to privacy.

Maths  :                                                                     

Decimals:                                                                                                                    

Can I multiply and divide decimals by 10, 100, 1000?                                                       

Can I convert between decimals and fractions?                                                                  

Can I multiply and divide decimals?

Percentages:                                                                                                           

Can I calculate percentages of numbers?                                                                            

Can I convert fractions to percentages?                                                                                 

Can I find equivalent fractions, decimals and 

percentages?                                                     Can I 

solve problems involving  fractions, decimals and 

percentages?

Algebra:                                                                                                           
Can I find and use an algebraic rule?                                                       

Can I use a simple algebraic formula?                                                               

Can I solve an algebraic equation?

Converting Units:                                                           
Can I convert in metric and imperial?                                            

Can I recognise all metric measures for length, mass 

and capacity?                                                                           

Can I apply my converting skills to solve problems?

SMSC: Using Power Maths to put mathematics 

in real life contexts. 



Music: Sing Up Unit 6C ‘Building a Groove’ 

Show understanding of how a drum pattern, bass line and riff fit 

together to create a memorable and catchy groove. Compose and 

perform drum patterns, basslines, and riffs on a variety of 

instruments as part of a group. 

Can I work harmoniously and creatively working with rhythms and 

showing awareness of others?

Computing: Sketch up

Can you design a temple for a Greek god? 

We will be learning how to use the design programme 

“Sketch up” and using the skills learnt to design a 

temple.

Safer Internet Day - 7th February. Targeted 

activities for Year 6 on teaching the children to be 

safe online. 

Geography: Modern Greece- natural 

resources and climate change

Key concepts: location and human geography. 

We will begin by revisiting the work the children did 

in Year 5 on Rainforests in South America and a 

comparison on 3 islands. 

We will locate Greece and the surrounding 

countries and establish the  key physical features? 

We will be looking at the climate zones, biomes and 

vegetation belts of Greece and how these have 

changed over time.  

We will study the impact of climate change on areas 

in Greece and how this has impacted communities 

and trade. 

We will study the natural resources of Greece and 

the importance of trade to the economy of the 

country.

What natural resources does Greece trade?

What impact has climate change had on trade?

British Values: Tolerance of different cultures and 

religions 

Art/DT:  Create our own one point perspective drawings (linked to 

modern Greece)

Can I use different sketching techniques to create shade? (Cross hatching 

and stippling)

Can I use one point perspective to create a realistic drawing of a building? 

Design, make and evaluate Greek style coil pots. Developing repetitive 

abstract patterns using moulds and specially chosen designs and paints.

Y6 Big Question : How does Greece utilize its natural resources?  

Visit to local religious buildings.      

PSHE: 

Do I understand the impact of exercise on my body?

Can I explain how health is impacted by drugs and 

alcohol?

Can I understand and challenge gender stereotypes?

To understand mental health and how to talk about 

feelings.

Article 19: You have the right to be protected from 

being hurt and mistreated in body and mind.

Article 13: Every child must be free to express their 

thoughts and opinions and to access all kinds of 

information as long as it is within the law.

RE : In what ways do Christians in different denominations worship? 

Study on Greek Orthodox. 

Can I understand that the church extends across the world and is very 

diverse?

Can I describe and compare how different denominations of Christianity 

worship?

Can I recognise how major festivals are marked by the church?

Article 14: Every child has the right to think and believe what they choose 

and also to practice their religion. 

SMSC- respect and knowledge of others religions 

P.E: Unit 5 (Health and Fitness)  

I can explain how individuals need different types and 

levels of fitness to be more effective in their activity.

I can describe the basic fitness components. 

I can record and monitor my progress. 

Game: Football 

We will develop passing, dribbling, shooting and team 

work skills. 

Spanish:  
Learn: to describe places:  how to ask and answer- ¿dónde 

vives?;  what some cities in Spain and across Europe are 

famous for; express opinions about these cities; compare 

London to a city in Spain, more adjectives

Revise: greetings, dates, numbers to 100+, weather

Grammar:  use verbs: ‘hay’, ‘tener’ and ‘estar’ in 1st, 2nd and 

3rd person; definite and indefinite articles, infinitive verbs


